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Let A = (adi) be an n x n matrix. Define An to be the minor of A obtained 
by deleting the first row and jth column. Brenner [2] showed how the in- 
equality (*) 1 det A,, 1 > oi / det Ari 1 can be extended to permanents. It is 
assumed that 
uil aii 1 = 2 / aij I 
j=l 
j#i 
and 0 < oi < 1 for all i. [The inequality (*) is strict if 0 < oi < 1 for all i.] 
In that paper he stated that the value of the determinant, and also of the 
permanent, of a matrix with strictly dominant main diagonal is not zero. We 
here exhibit upper and lower bounds that are computable in a simple way 
from the aij . In Section 2 (Theorem 2.1) we give an upper bound for the 
absolute value of the permanent of any matrix, which is also an upper bound 
for the absolute value of any Schur function of any matrix. This bound may 
be simplified, if the matrix has dominant main diagonal, to the same bound 
given in Theorem 1.5. In the third section we use the results of [I] to comple- 
ment a result of Taussky and Geiringer [13, 71 on the nonsingularity of a 
matrix with weakly dominant main diagonal; the complement concerns 
simultaneously the permanent and determinant of the matrix. Various 
generalizations are given in Sections 4-6. In Section 7 we use a method of 
Jurkat and Ryser to generalize Theorem 1.5 to an arbitrary matrix A of 
complex numbers. 
1. 
In this section, the matrix A is assumed to have dominant main diagonal. 
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1.1 THEOREM. Let A = (Q) be an n x n matrix such that 
aii # 0, uil %i I = i I %j 19 
i=l 
j#i 
where 0 < ui < 1, for all i; then 
IpAl >fib>O, where Zi = 1 aii 1 - i qJ ud5 I. 
i=l i=i+1 
Also, ifin the hypothesis above, ui < 1 for all i, then ) per A 1 > nTz, 1,. > 0. 
Proof. In the case A is 1 x 1, the result is immediate. Thus assume the 
result is true for every (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix satisfying the hypotheses. 
Now, expanding the permanent of A along the top row we get: 
I per A I = I all per A,, + al2 per A,, + *a* + aln per A,, I 
3JallI lper411-l~121 lperA,,I...-l~a,,IJperA,,l. 
But ui I per A,, I 3 1 per AIj / for each j > 1 by Corollary 4 of [2]. 
Thus: 
I per A I 2 I all I I per & I - u2/ al2 I I per 4, I - *** - 0, ! aln I I per 4, I 
= (I alI I - il: 4 alj I) I per 4, I 
j=2 
= 4 I per All I. 
Applying the induction hypothesis, we conclude that 
1 per A I 2 l1 fi li = fi Zi, 
i=2 i=l 
proving the first part. 
Now, 
since uj < 1 for all j. Thus Zr 3 0. 
The additional hypothesis ui < 1 for all i, leads to the stronger conclusion 
/ per A 1 > nZi > 0, by the same argument. 
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In the above theorem (zi < 1 for all i, thus 
Thus: 
I adi I - i 4 aij I 3 I aii I - f I aij I. 
j=i+l j&f1 
1.2 COROLLARY. If A has weakly dominant main diagonal, then 
1 per A / 3 UT==, ki > 0 where ki = 1 ai, I - CyCi+l 1 aij / . Also if A has 
strict dominant main diagonal, I per A 1 > nT==, ki > 0. 
Brenner [2] (Corollary 5) has proved that if A has dominant main 
diagonal, I per A 1 > 0. Thus, if A is a row substochastic matrix 
[Vij{aij > O}; V,{C aij < l}] and 0 < t < 1 then j per(I - tA)I > 0. But 
per(I - 0) > 0; thus per(l - tA) > 0 if 0 < t < 1. Thus per(I - A) > 0, 
or 1 per@ - A)1 = per(I - A). We have proved: 
1.3 COROLLARY. If A is a row substochastic matrix then 
per(I - A) > fi Zi > fi ki 
i=l i=l 
= {I 1 - all I - I al2 I - .** - I al, I> 
x (I 1 - az2 I - I a23 I - *.. - I a2n I> ..* iI 1 - a,, I> 3 0 
1.4 COROLLARY. If A is a row substochastic matrix, then per(zI - A) = 0 
has all its roots in the unit disk 1 z I < 1. 
Proof. If 1 z I > 1, then XI - A has dominant main diagonal. 
It was conjectured by Marcus and Newman [Z9] that if A is doubly sto- 
chastic, then per(I - A) > 0. This result was proved by Brualdi and 
Newman [S] even in the case A substochastic, and also by Gibson [S]. They 
also proved Corollary 1.4 if z is real. The conjecture when x is arbitrary is due 
to Marcus and Newman [Z9]. Corollaries 1.3 and 1.4 establish these con- 
jectures; substantially the same proof appears in [4]. 
1.5 THEOREM. Let A = (aij) be an n x rz matrix such that 
aii f 0, cil aid I = f I aij I 
9.4 
j#i 
where 0 ,( (TV < 1 for all i; then / per A / < nyC1 si where 
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The proof is parallel to the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
1.6 COROLLARY. I f  A is row substochastic, and for all i, aii # 1, then 
per(l - A) < ny==, si where si = 1 1 - aii / + Cy++, ui 1 aij j, and uj is 
defined by uj(l - ajj) = Ct+j ajt , 0 < ui < 1. 
2 
Let A = (aij) be any n x n matrix and define B = (bij) by 
bij = I aij I + I anj I I ain l/l arm 1 for 1 <i<n-1,l <j&n-l. In 
Theorem 2.1 we will use the notation d to indicate that d has been deleted 
from the indicated product, and replaced by 1. Also, (Cii)z means the matrix 
2.1 THEOREM. I f  A = (uij) is any n x n matrix such that arm f  0, then. 
IperAI < /a,,jperB. 
Proof. Per B can be evaluated in the following way: First evaluate 
per(l aij I):-‘. Add to this the sum CTzt per(d$):-’ where d& = 1 aki I if 
ifkdij = /an51 Ia~n//Ia,, / for 1 < i < n - 1,1 <j < n - 1. Add to 
this the sum of the permanent of that matrix replacing two rows 
at a time, then three at a time, etc. And finally add per (Y&-’ 
where Yij = I U,~ 1 j ai, //I arm I . This sum is per B. Thus, 
I an, I per B = I an, I c [I altl I ... I a,-, tnmI I 
tq-, 
12-l 
+ I aan I ,z ,,$ [I al,1 I ... GJ ... I a,--, taml I(1 a,,,, I I %n l/l a,, I)1 
n-1 
n-1 
+ I a,, I c c c [I %t1 I ... 121 ..f IQ *.* I a,-, t,-I I 
i=l 3=1 tcS,-, 
j#i 
. (I a,,, I I ai, Iii a,, I) . (I anti I I ai, Iii a,, I)1 + *.. 
+ I a,, I C [(I antI I I al, l/l aan I> ... (I antneI I I an-l, l/I a,, 111. 
tq& 
In each C above, the subscript set t, ,..., t,, runs through all possible 
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permutations of {l,..., n - I} Now, the first two terms above together 
equal per(/ ajj I )Y, and all the terms are nonnegative; thus 
I a,, I per B = per(l aij 1): + CJ with q 3 0; 
thusI~,,jperB>per(la~~I);>jperAI. 
We will now show that the result of Theorem 2.1 can be specialized, in the 
case A has weakly dominant main diagonal, to give the result of Theorem 1 S. 
But first we need: 
2.2 LEMMA. If A = (Q) is such that aii # 0 and 
j=l 
j#i 
where 0 < ui < 1 for all i, then 
Proof. Since 
we may write: 
= 
(i = I,..., n - 1). 
2 I % I 
j#i 
uil bii I = 1 1% I + uil ani I I %a l/I ann I- 
j=l 
j#i 
Adding and subtracting equal sums, this can be rearranged to give: 
n-1 n-1 
Ojl bji I = C I bij I + I %z I + uil ani I I ain l/l %8 I - C I %zj I ’ I ai73 l/l %a I* 
j=l i=l 
5#i I#i 
But the last three terms are nonnegative since one can rearrange them to get: 
n-1 
(I ain l/I an, IN am I + uil ani I - C I “nj II9 
5=1 
5#i 
and by the hypothesis, the second factor is nonnegative. 
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We can now provide another proof of Theorem 1.5. 
2.3 COROLLARY. Theorem 1.5. 
Proof. We assume arm # 0. Let S: = 1 bii 1 + Cy&, Uj 1 bij 1; we first 
show s; < si . 
Rewriting si we get 
4 = I hi I + Ui+1l bi i+1 I + ... + %-,I bin-1 I 
= I aii I + I ani I I ai, l/l %, I + 9+1l aiifl I + ui+~l a, i+l I I aira l/l arm I 
+ ... + u,-~I a,,-, I I ai, Ill a,, I. 
Rearranging this sum and noting that uj < 1 for allj, we get: 
n-1 
4 < I aii I + Us+11 ai if1 I + ... + an-11 ain-1 I + 1 I% I I ai, III a,, I 
j=ifl 
n-1 n-1 
= I aii I + 1 nil aij I + I ai, I . OIL . C I ani IhI a,, I. 
j=ifl j=i+1 
But the last factor of the last term is less than or equal to 1, thus, 
Si < C Ujl aij / + aii = Si a 
j=i+l 
(2.3a) 
Now, we may assume the theorem is true for any (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix 
satisfying the hypothesis. (The result is trivial for any 1 x 1 matrix) We have 
seen that if A has dominant main diagonal, then B = (&) of dimension n - 1 
also haa dominant main diagonal by Lemma 2.2. We now apply Theorem 2.1 
to get 
And by induction, 
I per A I < I arm I per B 
i=l 
n-1 
< I a,, I n si by the above remarks. 
i=l 
Thus, since s, = I u,,~ I , 
( per A I < fi si . 
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Let x be any complex-valued character of the symmetric group S, . The 
Schur function, d, , of the matrix A is given by: 
We can state a bound for any Schur function of any matrix: 
2.4 COROLLARY. I f  A = (a,?) is an n x n matrix, aii f  0, and d, is 
any Schur function, then 1 d,(A)1 < / arm 1 per B. 
Proof. Since 1 x(T)~ = 1, we get 
/ d,(A)1 = I .F-, X(T) fi a<,(i) I 
n i=l 
But this last sum is in fact per(/ aij i). In the proof of Theorem 2.1, we 
showed per(l aij I) < / an,, j per B. Thus I d,.(A)1 < 1 a,, 1 per B. 
If A has weakly dominant main diagonal, we can give the same bound for 
any Schur function as we did for the permanent in Theorem 1.5 and Corol- 
lary 2.3. That is: 
2.5 COROLLARY. I f  A = (aij) has the property aii # 0; 
4 aii I = f I aij I, 
j=l 
j#i 
0 < ui < 1, for i = l,..., n, 
then I d,(A)1 < l-IL1 si , where d, is any Schur function and si is as in 
Theorem 1.5. 
Proof. By 2.4, I d,(A)1 < I aon / per B; apply (2.3a) and 1.5. 
3 
Taussky and Geiringer [13, 71 have shown (see also [3]) that any matrix 
with weakly dominant main diagonal is similar under a permutation trans- 
formation to a matrix of the form 
LM [ 1 o N , where ) aii ) = t I aij / in N and detL # 0. j=l 
i#i 
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We now improve on that result by: 
3.1 THEOREM. .7f A = (a,J is any r x n(n 2 r) matrix such that 
then A is similar under a permutation of indices to a matrix of the form [“, 51, 
where L has nonzero permanent and nonxero determinant; and if i is an index in 
N, 
Proof. I f  
then A is of the form desired where L, M and 0 are empty. 
If  there exists k such that 
then there is a permutation matrix P such that in P-lAP, akk is in the first 
row and first column. 
The result holds for any 1 x 1 matrix, thus we can assume that there is a 
permutation matrix Q such that: 
Q-IP-IAPQ = E i hT] 
where L’ and N’ have the desired properties. Let 
then the matrix L has weakly dominant main diagonal. I f  L’ is empty, take 
L = (akk). Otherwise, note that 
481/10/z-2 
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since L’ is the principal minor on rows 2 ,..., I, when L is t x E. Likewise 
But 
and by the induction hypothesis per L’ f  0 and det L’ # 0, thus 1 per L 1 > 0 
and 1 det L 1 > 0, so that L has the desired properties. Also, in N’, 
i-1 
i#i 
ifk 
thus T = 0. Hence Q-IP-lAPQ = [“, $1 where N = N’. 
4 
In this section we give upper bounds for the (absolute value of the) perma- 
nent and determinant of a matrix that does not necessarily have dominant 
main diagonal. In each case, the determinants (or permanents) of certain 
minor matrices are assumed to satisfy inequalities. These inequalities are in 
fact always satisfied in case the matrix has dominant main diagonal. Thus the 
results of this section are a generalization of the previous ones. On the other 
hand, the results of the earlier sections give bounds to be recommended by 
their simplicity; furthermore they are asymptotically of the correct order of 
magnitude for oi -+ 0. The results of the present section are considerably more 
intricate; we have reason to believe also that they are susceptible of some 
improvement. Except for the paragraph between * . * . *, all results of this 
section are valid if the terms det, determinant are replaced by per, permanent 
throughout (that is, in the definitions as well as in the lemmata and theorems). 
In [2] it was proved that the r-rowed minors of a matrix with dominant main 
diagonal satisfy certain inequalities. These inequalities are multifarious; they 
can be summarized as follows. 
DEFINITION. The principal minor of an r-rowed matrix (with m columns) 
is said to dominate sense one if the minor has nonzero determinant and if 
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furthermore for some constants ur , crs ,..., crI between 0 and 1 the following 
inequalities are valid. 
(ii) For 1 < i < Y, oi / det A(l...r)l > Cu,7 / det A((l...r)\i, v)/ . 
(i&J For 1 < i < t < Y, Y  < K < m, 
optI det A(1 ... r)I > C+ r<?ck I det A({1 -.I y)\i, 41 
(ii&J For 1 < i < s < t ,< I, Y < k ,< p < m, 
+ C I det A((1 ... y}\{i, s, t}, 1-1, v,p)I; etc. 
U>V>O>P 
Here A((1 . . . r)\i, V) signifies the minor on columns 1 . . . Y  with index i deleted 
and index Y appended; A((1 . . . r}\{i, S, t}, p, V, p) signifies the minor on 
columns 1 . . . r, with indices i, s, t deleted and indices I*, v, p appended. 
* These inequalities are not independent. If the first set (i) of Y  inequalities 
is valid (for the determinants of minors displayed) the remaining inequalities 
concerning determinants will also be valid, as may be proved by use of the 
Plucker indentities. The situation in regard to permanents is rather more 
complicated. * 
4.1 LEMMA. Let A be a matrix in which the principal minor dominates ense 
one with constants a, , CF~ ,..., u, in the first Y  rows; and the principal minor 
dominates ense one with constants ++I , O~+.~ ,..., 07+x in the next s rows. Then 
the principal minor dominates ense one with the same constants in the first Y  + s 
rows. 
To prove this lemma, consider any one of the inequalities that is in question, 
and expand each determinant by Laplace’s method. The details of the proof 
follow the corresponding details in [2]. 
By applying induction, we can obtain a corresponding result when the 
number of sets of rows is t > 1, for arbitrary t > 1. 
4.2 THEOREM. Let the rows of the n x n matrix A be partitioned into dis- 
joint sets, and suppose the principal minor dominates sense one in each set. 
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Denoting the sets by w(l), w(2),..., w(t), z~‘e have the following upper bound for 
IdetA/: / det A 1 < L,L, . . . L, , where 
La = / det A ($;)I + vz2) up idet (,;g, ,)I 
oGw(t...t) 
+ c a@uv det w(2)\{fl, Y), x,p I ( 742) )I *** + -** P>V 
A>P 
P,VEW(Z) 
A,ew(3..*t) 
Here Affr) means the minor of A based on rows** and columns*. The set 
w(2 . . . t) is the union of w(2),..., w(t); similarly for w(3 . . . t). As stated in the 
introduction of this section, the bound given by Theorem 4.2 is also valid if 
“de? is everywhere replaced by “per”, it being understood that the replace- 
ment also occurs in the definition of “sense one.” 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 is based on Lemma 4.1. In the proof, mathe- 
matical induction is used, and it is assumed that the rows of A are separated 
into two disjoint sets. Clearly if the proof can be completed when t = 2, 
induction will finish the job. 
We have, by the Laplace expansion theorem, 
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Theorem 4.2 now follows on applying (a) the remark following Lemma 4.1; 
(b) induction, since the theorem is obvious when t = 1. 
5 
In case the matrix A has dominant main diagonal, that is in case each 
group of rows consists of a single row, the method of the preceding section 
can still be used, but the results are more precise. Indeed as shown in [2], if a 
matrix has dominant main diagonal, then the principal minor in every set of 
rows dominates sense one. Thus we have the following theorems. 
5.1 THEOREM. Suppose the principal diagonal of the matrix A dominates; 
let A,, be the principal minor on theJLirst n - 1 rows and thefirst n - 1 columns. 
Then the following bounds are valid 
I det A I < I det A,, I iI ans I + cl I a,, I + 9.. + G-~ I an,n-l II 
I det A I 2 I det A,, I (1 arm I - u1 I an1 I - ... - G-I I an,n-l I> 
5.2 THEOREM. Under the same hypotheses, let A,, be the principal minor on 
the first n - k rows and the first n 
valid. 
-k columns. Then the following bounds are - 
1 det A I < I det A,, / fi L, 
u=n-kt-1 
1 det A I 3 / det &k I fi H, , where 
u=n-ki-1 
L, = I a,, I + A a,,,-, I + ... + oll ati1 I, 
f-C = I auu I - s-~I au.w-l I - ... - ul/ a,,, 1, p = n - k + l,..., n. 
Theorem 5.2 is proved as follows. First apply the remark following Lemma 
4.1 to the first n - 1 rows of A. Next apply Theorem 5.1. Finally, apply 
induction. 
6 
In this section we give bounds for the determinant and permanent of a 
matrix that satisfies a condition related to the dominant main diagonal 
condition, but slightly more general. The condition was first given, in prac- 
tically identical form, by Ostrowski [22] and A. Brauer [I]. In the condition, 
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one diagonal element is permitted to fail to dominate; but then the other 
diagonal elements must dominate strongly enough to make up for this single 
failure. 
6.1 LEMMA. Let A = (u,~) be an n x n matrix of complex elements. Set 
Ri = Civizi / aii 1 and suppose that Vi(aii f  0; ui 1 ai, 1 = Ri} where 
Vi,lSi.,n(O < up, < l}. Let B = (bii) be the n - 1 x n - 1 matrix of 
2 x 2 minor determinants of A, i.e., bij = aiiana - ainanj , 1 < i, j < n. 
Then B has dominant main diagonal. Let C = (cij) be the n - 1 x n - 1 
matrix of 2 x 2 minor permanents of A, i.e., cii = aijann + ailLanj . Then C 
also has dominant main diagonal. 
Proof. There are two cases. If  1 a,, 1 > R, , then 
On the other hand if 1 alEll j < R, , then 
2 vA wnn I - uiunl G&i I - I 4, I C I aii I 
5,i#i,n 
- I 4, I C I a,5 I 
5,5#i,n 
= R,R, - uiunl ainaai I - I %n IPi - I ain I> 
- I ai, I{% - I ani I> 
> &R, - I a,, I{& - I ain I> - I % I R, 
= (Ri - I aim I)tR, - I an, I> 
3 0. 
The assertion concerning the matrix C is handled by a parallel argument- 
Incidentally we have proved that the constants of dominance ui for the 
matrices B, C satisfy uk < uion , i = l,..., n - 1. 
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6.2 THEOREM. Let A, B, C, be defined as in Lemma 6.1. The following 
bounds for / det A 1 and 1 per A 1 are valid: 
n-1 
I a,, P2 I det A I < n Li , 
i=l 
n-1 
I a,, Y2 I det A I 3 n G , 
i=l 
n-1 
I a,, In-’ I per A I < n -b , 
i=l 
where 
Li = I hi I + 4c-l I &i-l I + . . . + 01 I b, I>, 
Gi = I bii I - 4~1 I b,,i-1 I + . . . + ~1 I b, I}. 
Proof. The theorem follows immediately from an argument similar to 
that of Corollary 2.3. Indeed we have I arm In-2 det A = det B; 
I per A I 6 I arm I I per C/l arm 1, where C/l alan 1 is the matrix F = ( ftj) 
with fii = +/I arm I . 
7 
A set of bounds due to Jurkat and Ryser [3], inequalities 12, 27 [9, ine- 
qualities 12, 271, can be generalized to give information concerning the 
determinant and permanent of matrices that do not necessarily have domi- 
nant main diagonal. Although the bounds in question are best possible (see 
[Zl]), they are somewhat weak. 
To state the bounds, we need a definition. 
7.1 DEFINITION. Let A = (a,J be a matrix of complex numbers; 
let B = (bij) be the matrix of absolute values: bii = 1 aij j . 
Define Sj’) as the sum of the K largest values of bii (for fixed i). Thus 8:“’ 
is the greatest number that can be obtained by adding the absolute values of 
K elements from the ith row of A. 
We are now able to state the bounds. 
7.2 THEOREM. Let A = (aij) be an arbitrary matrix of complex numbers. 
Then I per A / and I det A ) are not less than nSi (“, the product being extended 
over n factors i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Proof of the theorem is by induction, paralleling that of [9]. 
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Jurkat and Ryser stated the bounds in case all the elements of the matrix 
are nonnegative; in this case a lower bound can also be given; we refer interested 
readers to their paper. But as Diaz and Metcalf [6] point out, the hypothesis 
of nonnegativity can be relaxed in case we wish to make some hypothesis 
about the spread of the arguments of the complex numbers in a given row. 
Such an approach also allows one to obtain lower bounds in some cases. We 
intend to return to this point in a later paper. 
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